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Are you looking for an ideal beach holidaying destination in India? If yes, visit to this south Indian
state located along the tranquil shore of the Arabian Sea. Globally renowned for its pristine and
unspoiled natural beauty, the state of Kerala bag the most prestigious prize every year for its well
organised tourism attractions, hospitality and being the most sought after tourist destination of India.
It is home to breathtaking backwaters, exhilarating wildlife parks and sanctuaries but what entertains
the most are the pristine beaches fringed delightfully by the heavenly swaying coconut trees and
beach resorts.

Kerala beaches are world famous as they entertain the tourists with their heavenly presence that
offers every individual tourist to enjoy leisure as well as fun-filled vacation with friends, families and
dear ones.

Top Beaches in Kerala

Kovalam Beaches

Once known to be a fishing village and a chill out destination of the hippies, Kovalam in Kerala has
turned out to be the world famous beach resorts. It is globally famous for its heavenly presence and
the unspoiled beaches where tourists have plenty of opportunity to make the day, enjoyable and
memorable. It is also a dream destination for honeymoon couples as they get to enjoy the most
memorable time of their life along the world famous beach resorts, which is visited by tourists not
just from India but from the sub-continents, Europe and North America.

Alleppey Beach

Alleppey or Allappuzha is also a picturesque town well known for its outstanding beaches,
backwaters and snake boat race. The beaches of Alleppey are simply a natural wonderments
blessed by the Almighty. The serene long stretches of the beaches holds some of the exquisite
attractions that engross the tourists for more than a week, making them enjoy every moment with
full of fun and joy. Along with the beach tours, tourists can also visit to Vijaya Beach Park, a
picturesque place ideal for picnic and leisure holidays.

Bypore Beach

Located just 10 kms south of Kozhikode, Bypore has special place in history. Since earlier days it
has attracted the attention of the traders, Chinese Travellers and later the Europeans. Bypore is the
important maritime centre and prominent port for trade during the early time of the Arabs. Today
Bypore beach is quite famous for its relaxed and tranquil atmosphere where they can enjoy ultimate
holidays with immense pleasure and delights.

Beside these beaches, there are so many that are ideal for beach holidays, honeymoon tours and
relaxed holidays. Tourists get the opportunity to enjoy the heavenly charm of the beaches where the
visitors can spend their time in absolute fun and joy. From the many enticing and alluring tourism
attractions, Kerala beaches offer tourist wonderful opportunity to enjoy every single moments in the
glory of the nature, sharing the moments of fun and joy with friends, families and dear ones.

So come and enjoy the beauty of the beaches also an incredible part of Kerala tourism and take
back home fun-filled experiences to share with delights and pleasure with your loved ones.
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